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Water Treatment Plant
Maintenance Considerations
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Operation and Maintenance

 Purpose of O&M
– maintain design functionality (capacity)
– restore the system components to their 

original condition and thus functionality. 
 Effective O&M programs are based on:

– knowing what components make up the 
system

– where they are located
– condition of the components.
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Types of Maintenance
 Corrective

– Reactive
– Includes emergency maintenance

 Preventive
– Proactive
– Improved system performance

 Predictive
– Proactive
– Planned and scheduled basis
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Corrective Maintenance
Reactive – operate equipment until it 

fails
 Little or no scheduled maintenance
Results in poor system performance
Approach characterized by:

– Inability to plan and schedule work
– Inability to budget adequately
– Poor use of resources
– High incidence of equipment and system 

failures
4

Preventive  Maintenance
 Proactive - performed on regular schedule
 Programmed, systematic approach
 Based on equipment operating time or 

number of days in operation
 Major elements of a good program:

– Planning and scheduling
– Records Management
– Spare parts management
– Cost and budget control
– Emergency repair procedures
– Training program
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Predictive  Maintenance
 Proactive
 Establishes a baseline using 

performance criteria
– Vibration Monitoring 
– Infrared Heat Monitoring
– Electrical Monitoring (Volts and Amps)
– Flows & Pressure Monitoring  - Laser Alignment
– Wear/Corrosion  Monitoring  - Ultrasonic 

Testing
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Development of an Effective Work 
Management Monitoring System
 Work is categorized
 Work standards that include time and quality are 

developed
 Work is assigned based on standards to individuals or 

crews
 Work is completed, data recorded (and inspected)
 Work data is compared to acceptable standards
 Deviations of acceptable performance is identified
 Problems that inhibit performance are eliminated
 Maintenance equipment histories are often an outcome of 

a successful work management program
7

Pumps
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Pumps Used in Water Treatment
Application Function

Low service
(transfer pump)

To lift water from the source to treatment processes or
from storage to filter backwashing system.

High service To discharge water under pressure to distribution system

Booster To increase pressure in the distribution system or to
supply elevated storage tanks

Well To lift water from shallow or deep wells and discharge it
to the treatment plant, storage facility, or distribution
system

Chemical feed To add chemical solutions at desired dosages for
treatment processes

Sampling To pump water from sampling points to the laboratory

Sludge To pump sludge from sedimentation facilities to further
treatment or disposal 9
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Pump Classifications
Material Handled
 Raw water
 Filtered water
Condition of Pumping
 High lift
 Low lift
 High capacity
Principal of Operation
 Centrifugal (variable heads and flow) or turbine pumps
 Piston or Reciprocating (fixed head and flow)
 Rotary
 Progressive Cavity (sludge)

High Service Pumps
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Centrifugal 
Pump

Three main components:
 Impeller: device that creates a vacuum 

by spinning and impelling liquid outward 
between the blades by centrifugal force.

 Casing (volute): The volute is the casing 
that receives the fluid being pumped by 
the impeller

 Shaft: part of the pump that turns the 
impeller.

Other components:
 Wear rings act as the seal between the 

casing and the impeller. Prevents 
excessive internal water circulation 
between the suction and discharge sides 
of a pump and prevents wear of the 
impeller and inside case.

 Bearings allow smooth rotation of the 
pump shaft. 

 Stuffing boxes are used to keep air 
leakage out of a pump. 

Note: never start a centrifugal pump 
until it is properly primed
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The Stuffing Box  Stuffing boxes are used to keep air 
leakage out of a pump. It consists 
of a casing, rings of packing (or 
mechanical seal) and a gland at 
the outside end. 

 Packing: The function of packing is 
to control leakage and not to 
eliminate it completely. The 
packing must be lubricated, and a 
flow from 40 to 60 drops per 
minute out of the stuffing box 
must be maintained for proper 
lubrication; Packing ring notches 
should be staggered 90 degrees.

 Lantern ring: distributes liquid 
uniformly around the shaft to 
provide lubrication and cooling; 
also prevents or limits air from 
entering the flow stream.

Note:If there is excessive leakage around 
the packing gland you should first try to 
tighten the packing gland.
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Centrifugal Pump

 Centrifugal pumps raise 
the water by a 
centrifugal force

 Never allow a pump to 
run dry (either through 
lack of proper priming 
when starting or 
through loss of suction 
when operating). Water 
is a lubricant between 
rings and impeller.
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Pump Maintenance: Common Problems 
with Centrifugal Pumps 

 Packing should be replaced periodically. Packing gland should 
have small amount of water leakage for lubrication (1 drop/sec) 
to keep packing cool and in good condition.

 Replace wearing rings when necessary to plug internal leakage 
 Pump should be checked for excessive vibration
 Minimize friction in bearings and stuffing boxes by proper 

lubrication
 Misalignment

– Alignment should be performed using a laser
– Foundation deterioration or settlement
– Piping can change position and bolts can loosen

 Foreign materials
 Mechanical defects
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Centrifugal Pump Operation

 Every pump has certain 
characteristics under which it will 
operate efficiently.  

 These conditions can be illustrated 
with characteristic curves.  

 Operating a pump outside these 
ranges will cause damage to the 
pump

15
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Pump Curve Basics
 Different size impellers have 

different capacities and head
 Shutoff head is maximum head 

of pump
 Best efficiency point is 80-85% 

of the shutoff head
 Capacity expressed in gallons 

per minute, liters per minute, 
or cubic meters per hour

 Head of a pump is read in feet 
or meters

 Power consumption expressed 
in horsepower or kilowatts

Impeller SizeMax 
Head
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Question: Two pumps, having equal output, 
pump 6.5 MGD of water into a plant. What is 
the rating of each pump in gallons per minute?

 Two pumps have an output of 6.5 MGD
 One pump would have output of 3.25 MGD
 We are looking for gal, not MG, so we change 3.25 

MG to 3,250,000 gal. 
 We also need to change from days to minutes so we 

use the conversion of 1 day is equal to 1440 minutes

3,250,000 gal x   1 day =   2257 gpm
day             1440 min 
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Piston or Reciprocating Pump

 A piston pump is a positive-displacement pump
 A reciprocating pump is one that moves a liquid by a piston that 

moves back and forth
 Never operate it against a closed discharge valve or the pump, valve, 

and/or pipe could be damaged by excessive pressures
 Suction valve should be open when the pump is started. Otherwise 

an excessive suction or vacuum could develop and cause problems

PISTON

FLOW IN

FLOW OUT

A

B

18
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Rotary Pump
 The rotary pump uses cogs 

or gears, rigid vanes and 
flexible vanes to move the 
water

 As the gears rotate they 
separate on the intake side 
of the pump, creating a void 
and suction which is filled 
by fluid. The fluid is carried 
by the gears to the 
discharge side of the pump, 
where the meshing of the 
gears displaces the fluid.

 Rotary pumps are usually 
used for booster purposes 
and are generally used in 
conjunction with another 
pump. 19

Progressive Cavity Pump
 A progressive cavity pump is 

a positive displacement 
pump.

 It transfers fluid by means of 
the progress, through the 
pump, of a sequence of small, 
fixed shape, discrete cavities, 
as its rotor is turned. 

 Commonly used to pump 
sludge.

 Never operate dry and never 
run against a closed discharge 
valve.

The shape of the cavities 
between the rotor and the 
stator is shown in blue
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Lubrication Considerations
 Too much grease in antifriction type bearings

(ball or roller) will promote friction and heat.
 The main job of grease in anti-friction bearings

is to protect steel elements against corrosion,
not friction.

 Lubricant should be changed in accordance with
the manufacture’s recommendations or before
it’s too worn or becomes too dirty.

 Some utilities analyze oil to identify the amount
of metal wear to optimize lubrication and
lubrication scheduling.

21
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Problems With 
Defective Mechanical 

Seals or Packing

 Loss of suction due to air leak
 Shaft or sleeve damage from wear
 Water contamination of bearings
 Severe leakage causing flooding of 

building or pumping facility

22

Common Pumping Problems

 Blockage
 Air Lock
 Vibration
 Water Hammer 
 Cavitation
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Air Locks
 An accumulation of air that impedes the flow of water.  
 Air locking is caused by air being trapped in the 

volute of the pump.  
 These gasses collect becoming compressed creating an 

artificial head pressure within the pump housing.  
 This artificial head will continue to build as more air 

is sucked into the pump until the maximum discharge 
head pressure (shut off head) is reached completely 
restricting the flow of water.

 Air locking is most often caused by leaks in the 
suction line

24
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Excessive Vibration

 Pumps should run smoothly. Excessive 
vibration causes expedited and 
excessive wear especially on bearings.

 Vibration is typically caused by 
misalignment or base problems

 Vibration can be measured with 
specialized equipment
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Water 
Hammer

 Water hammer is caused by the rise and fall 
of pressure caused by the rapid change of a 
valve position.

 Water hammer can cause pipes to rupture 
and damage equipment

 This condition should always be corrected by 
adjusting the check valve

26

Cavitation
 Cavitation is a condition that can 

cause a drop in pump efficiency, 
vibration, noise, and rapid damage 
to the impeller.

 Cavitation  is usually caused when:
– Pump inlet pressure drops below the design inlet pressure. 
– Pump is operated at flow rates considerably higher than 

design flows
 Cavitation occurs when the pump starts discharging water at a 

rate faster than it can be drawn into the pump.  
 This situation is normally caused by the loss in discharge head 

pressure or an obstruction in the suction line. 
 When cavitation occurs, immediate action must be taken to 

prevent the impeller from being damaged
27
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Air Compressors

28

Air Compressors Operation

 Used for activation of 
pump controls, for valve 
operators, to pressurize 
small water systems 
and to power portable 
pneumatic tools.

 Types include: 
diaphragm, rotary, 
piston and sliding vane.

Two Stage Piston Compressor 29

Compressor Maintenance Considerations
 Air filter inspection at least monthly replace at least at 3-6 mo.
 Lubrication; crankcase reservoirs, oil cups, grease fittings or 

separate pump. Must be inspected daily. Drip at proper rate and 
force feed oilers at proper pressure; compressors designed to 
use oil! Do not overfeed crankcase!

 Compressor heat breaks down oil; change oil at 3 months.
 Clean cylinder fins weekly to ensure proper cooling.
 Unloader allows compressor to come up to speed without load; 

should hear change; if not, compressor will stall or burn belts.
 Pop off valve (safety valve) are located on air receiver or 

storage tank; Some compressors have high pressure, low oil 
and high temperature cutoff switches; Record settings.

 Drain condensate daily!
 Check belt tension; tightness causes overheating and excessive 

wear. Check while locked out-at ¾ inch. 
 Inspect operating controls; record settings.
 Clean monthly to prevent dirt from entering system. 30
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Record Keeping

31

Record Keeping
 Don’t rely on memory
 Keep up to date on a daily basis
 Track all equipment and treatment 

processes
 Compare the information for 

consistency
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Library of Manufacturers’ Operation
and Parts Manual

 A plant library can be helpful information to assist in 
plant operation

 Material should be cataloged and filed for easy use 
and include…
– Plant operation and maintenance instruction manuals
– Plant plans and specifications
– Manufacturers’ instructions
– Reference books on water treatment
– Professional journals and publications
– First-aid book
– Reports from other plants
– A Dictionary

33
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Emergencies
 Emergency procedures must be 

established for operators to follow when 
emergencies are caused by the release 
of…
– Chlorine
– Hazardous or toxic chemicals into raw water 

supply
– Power outages or broken transmission lines 

or distribution mains
 Include emergency phone numbers 
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Emergency Team
 Team must be physically and mentally 

qualified
 Proper equipment must be available
 Proper training on a regular basis
 Regularly simulate field emergencies or 

practice drills
 Annually review team performance

One person should never be permitted to attemp an emergency repair 
alone. Always wait for trained assistance.
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